INTRODUCTION
in the relationship with their heirs.  Thisjhosdlity, between
a^	frightening
Responsibility of training a child Ib rule, reveals one of the
all
countries, in all ages. The seemingly unnatural antagonism
ruined the relationship between Frederick the Great and his
father, and between Maria Theresa and her son. We find the
same antagonism, increased to passion and hatred, in the
history of Indian rulers; and I saw it at work, in our own
time, between King^yDdi^l^
Talal — two men othenra^ge^^
TTie^aTrJOT conflict runs through English history, from the
time of Henry II, who "caused to be painted" on a wall in
Windsor Castle "an olde eagle with its body and eyes being
scratched out by four younger birds.*' "The birds" — moaned
the old King — were his "four sons," who ceased not to "pur-
sue" his death. This horrible picture survived on the wall
for many centuries, but the succeeding kings did not heed its
lesson. The unhappy antagonism was modified as men became
less brutish, but it was slow to pass. We read of George II
describing his son as "the greatest ass, and the greatest liar
and the greatest canaille and the greatest beast in the whole
world." From this violent inheritance, we come to the polite
humanities of Victorian times: we see the growth of Queen
Victoria's family life. "Be as happy as we are; more I cannot
wish you," wrote Prince Albert to his brother. Nevertheless,
Queen Victoria made the surprising statement, in 1856, "I see
the children much less ... I find no especial pleasure or com-
pensation in the company of the elder children . . . only very
exceptionally do I find the rather intimate intercourse with
them either agreeable or easy." This extraordinary state of
mind, in a woman who was appalled by cruelty, reached its
unhappy climax with her heir. Lady Clarendon wrote in her
diary, of the "unconquerable aversion" which Queen Victoria
felt for her eldest son. I believe this to be an extravagant
phrase, but it was true that "the poor boy" knew of his
mother's "dislike of him." All this was subdued in later years,
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